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In Dancing Jewish, Rebecca Rossen engages with a wide-ranging history of Jews and Jewishness in
American modern and postmodern dance between the 1930s and the early twenty-first century.
She outlines the vital role Jewish choreographers have played in the development of modern
dance in the United States and the ways in which these choreographers reiterate and unsettle
signifiers of Jewishness through movement. Utilising choreographic analysis, archival research
and engaging with her own choreographic practice, Rossen effectively illustrates her argument
that ‘Jewish choreographers have negotiated ethnicity and gender in tandem, using dance and
dancing bodies to publicly challenge traditional models for femininity (or masculinity); advance
social and political agendas; and imagine radical new possibilities for themselves as individuals,
artists, and Jews’ (p. 5). Rossen defines ‘dancing Jewish’ as a process of making dances that
utilises repertoires of movement associated with Jewishness and ‘embraces the fluidity and
complexity of Jewish identity’ (p. 3). Dancing Jewish is a work that contributes to the
understanding of ethnic and gendered identities constituted by ‘a repertory of images, themes,
and frames’ (p. 3) signifying these identities, and specifically contributes to understandings of
Jewishness, Americanness and gender as constituted through dancing Jewish.

The five chapters of Dancing Jewish are separated into two ‘acts’. The three chapters in Act I
address the interactions between Jewish ethnicity and gender as negotiated by female and
male choreographers. In Chapter 1, Rossen argues that Jewish women choreographers in the
early twentieth century negotiated the tensions between Americanness and Jewishness through
dances that staged Jewishness as androgynous and ethnically ambiguous. She demonstrates
the ways in which these women challenged essentialist ideas of gender and ethnicity
associated with Jewish women by utilising Hasidic drag and cross-gesturing, adopting
ritualistic gestures generally restricted to Jewish men. These practices challenged both the
patriarchal hierarchy of Judaism and norms of gender and ethnicity. Chapter 2 focuses on the
work of modern and postmodern choreographers, investigating the interaction between modern
and postmodern dance conventions and the shaping of Jewish American women’s identities.
Rossen demonstrates how choreographers utilised common modern dance conventions in order
to stage Jewish themes—including works drawing on religious customs, stories of Biblical
heroines and Jewish histories—which allowed them to explore Jewishness without being labelled
as ethnic dancers, emphasising universality in specificity. Similarly, postmodern choreogra-
phers utilised conventions of using text and stillness to grapple with questions of Jewishness
and patriarchy. Rossen’s work in this chapter clearly demonstrates how these choreographers
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negotiated Jewishness and gender in relationship to the increasing assimilation of American Jews. In
the final chapter of Act I, Rossen addresses works by Jewish male choreographers who utilised comedy
and Jewish stock characters commonly found in vaudeville and early American cinema to comment on
marginalisation, identity and stereotypes. Together, these three chapters emphasise the significance
of the interplay between gender and constructions of Jewishness by demonstrating how Jewish
choreographers mobilised gendered signifiers of Jewishness in ways that challenge and complicate
stereotypes and norms of Jewish identity.

The chapters that make up Act II address Jewish collectivity and the shifts in danced representation of
this collectivity. In Chapter 4, Rossen discusses the role of Jewish collectivity and shared memory in
dances choreographed post World War II, in the 1950s and 1990s. She argues that these
choreographers staged the search for home and community as integral to Jewish identity, drawing
on histories of exile and loss in order to make sense of the Jewish experience in the United
States after World War II. Finally, Chapter 5 tracks Jewish choreographers’ engagement with the
shifting nature of American Zionism, both their support of Zionist organisations post-World War II and,
later, their questioning the tenets of Zionism in light of the continued conflict between the Israeli
state and Palestinian people. Together, these two chapters illustrate the role of modern and
postmodern dance not only in shaping individual Jewish identities, but also in imagining Jewish-
American collectivity in relationship to the state of Israel.

In addition to the five chapters discussed above, Rossen includes interlude chapters focused around
her own choreographic project, Make Me a Jewish Dance. These interludes detail the embodied practice
used to investigate the major themes of the book. She reflects on the process of making a three-part
solo around the idea of ‘Jewish dance’ in collaboration with fellow Jewish American modern dance
choreographers, Dan Froot and Victoria Marks, which comprises of: a section by Froot that deals with
comedic notions about what is and is not Jewish and the sometimes arbitrary nature of the label; a
section by Marks drawing on ‘Jewish gestures’ and addressing stereotypes; and a section by Rossen
herself drawing on Jewish visual material. The book’s final chapter details the shifts that happened in
the performance when dancer and choreographer David Dorfman performed the piece in Rossen’s
stead. These shifts resulted in different responses from audience members, whose comments that
Dorfman’s performance read as more ‘authentically’ Jewish highlights the points made throughout the
book about the links between Jewishness and gender. Rossen ultimately concludes that the
performative nature of Jewishness was more apparent to audiences when she performed the show in
drag. These short chapters not only further Rossen’s argument by demonstrating how dancing Jewish
helps to shape Jewishness, but, along with the book’s companion website1 which allows readers to view
clips of many of the dances referenced throughout the book, further centre movement in her argument.

Rossen’s work in Dancing Jewish is ultimately of great significance to feminist scholars and students
interested in understanding the role of the body and movement in shaping normative gendered and
ethnic identities, as well as dance’s radical potential to upend these norms. Although Dancing Jewish is
about the specificity of gestures of Jewishness, the book will prove rewarding for both those readers

1Oxford University Press, ‘Dancing Jewish: Jewish Identity in American Modern and Postmodern Dance companion website’, http://global.oup.
com/us/companion.websites/9780199791774/ [last accessed 23 January 2018].
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whose own research interests involve Jewishness and those who seek to explore the significance of
performance for understandings of gender and ethnicity more broadly.
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